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Abstract
Problematic smartphone use (PSU) has been associated with anxiety and depression, but many explored its 

internal well- being supplements that could co-occur with or be independent of internal symptoms. We studied 
the associations of PSU with anxiety, depression, and internal well- being in Hong Kong Chinese grown-ups in a 
probability- grounded check( N = 4054;55.0 ladies; mean age ± SD48.3 ±18.3 times). PSU was measured using 
Smartphone Addiction Scale- Short Version. Anxiety and depression symptoms were estimated using General Anxiety 
complaint screener- 2(GAD- 2) and Patient Health Questionnaire- 2(PHQ- 2). Mental well- being was measured 
using private Happiness Scale (SHS) and Short Warwick- Edinburgh Mental Well- Being Scale (SWEMWBS). 
Multivariable retrogression anatomized associations conforming for sociodemographic and life- related variables. 
Associations of PSU with internal well- being were stratified by symptom inflexibility of anxiety (GAD- 2 arrestment of 
3) and depression (PHQ- 2 arrestment of 3). We set up that PSU was associated with advanced odds of anxiety and 
depression symptom inflexibility and lower scores of SHS and SWEMWBS. Associations of PSU with lower SHS and 
SWEMWBS scores remained in repliers who screened negative for anxiety or depression symptoms. To conclude, 
PSU was associated with anxiety, depression, and bloodied internal well- being. Associations of PSU with disabled 
internal well- being could be independent of anxiety or depression symptoms.
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Introduction
The evolving mobile information and communication technologies 

(ICTs) have raised debates about the implicit goods on internal health. 
Instant messaging (IM) and social networking spots (SNS) can be used 
for unwelcome moods avoidance, social connections, and relationship 
conservation especially in ladies, whereas a practical and necessary 
use similar as for social position advancement was set up in males. In 
discrepancy, numerous studies have shown the associations between 
poor internal health issues and inordinate or ferocious use of phone 
calls, textbooks, IM, emails, and SNS. These are privileged operations 
of problematic smartphone use (PSU), an disabled capability to 
control smartphone use with core symptoms similar as loss of control, 
forbearance, and pull-out participated with gaming complaint and 
substance use diseases. PSU has been associated with an array of health 
issues, including tone- reported dependence, cyber bullying, business 
accidence, physical symptoms(e.g., eye strain and fatigue), and sleep 
disturbances. Our former study also showed the lower situations of 
family communication and well- being associated with PSU [1-5].

Exploration in adolescents and youthful grown-ups has linked 
psychopathological supplements with PSU, with affective diseases 
including anxiety and depression were most studied. Small to medium 
effect size associations were observed between PSU and the inflexibility 
of anxiety and depression symptoms. Longitudinal studies further 
supported the prognosticating goods of PSU on anxiety and depression 
in council scholars. Although these age groups were supposed to be 
at advanced threat for PSU because of developing tone- control and 
further access to the ICTs, adding frequencies of both smartphone 
power and PSU in grown-ups of a wider age range justified general 
population studies [6].

The description of internal health has been established as not the bare 
absence of psychopathological symptoms, which leads experimenters 
to broaden the disquisition field to positive psychology. Mental well- 
being investigates hedonic well- being that includes affective feelings 
and cognitive assessments of life satisfaction and eudemonic well- 
being that includes cerebral functioning and tone- consummation. 
Our former study showed that people with lesser internal well- being 
tended to have lower pitfalls for anxiety and depression. Despite the 

correlations, the binary continuum model of internal health proposes 
that internal illness and well- being are on two distinct confines. 
This notion was supported by studies in grown-ups reporting lesser 
well- being despite concurrent affective diseases or bloodied internal 
well- being but without internal illness. One study using data from a 
sample of council scholars showed that PSU was negatively identified 
with internal well- being issues. Little is known about whether similar 
associations could-occur with or operate singly from affective diseases.

The present study took advantage of a representative population- 
grounded check in Chinese grown-ups in Hong Kong, where the 
smartphone penetration rate (88.6 in people aged 10 times or over in 
2017) has been among the loftiest worldwide due to advanced cyber-
infrastructure and low- cost Internet access. We aimed to confirm the 
associations of PSU with anxiety and depression symptom inflexibility 
in the general population; to examine the associations of PSU with 
internal health issues including hedonic and eudemonic well- being; to 
examine the associations of PSU with internal well- being issues with 
position of symptom inflexibility of anxiety and depression [7].

Discussion
With a representative sample of Chinese grown-ups in Hong Kong, 

we verified the associations of PSU with anxiety and depression in the 
general population. Many studies of implicit internal health goods of 
PSU have incorporated both internal illness and internal well - being 
issues. We handed the first substantiation of the associations of PSU 
with disabled hedonic and eudemonic well - being, which remained 
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in repliers who screened negative for anxiety or depression symptoms.

Our study erected on youthful people studies to indicate that the 
associations of PSU with anxiety and depression could have expanded 
to grown-ups of all periods. The associations can be explained by the 
time relegation thesis that posits a possible dicker between smartphone 
conditioning and offline healthier conditioning similar as social 
relations. Our former study supported this explanation by showing 
that PSU was associated with lower situations of perceived family 
communication and family well - being. This lack of social support can 
induce the onset of affective diseases similar as anxiety and depression. 
Other studies showed that PSU symptoms similar as overuse and 
forbearance could risk people to protract the night - time smartphone 
operation, which might lead to sleep problems that could intervene the 
pathway to anxiety and depression. Adding substantiation has suggested 
that the most problematic operation identified with PSU could be SNS, 
which could expose people to negative social comparisons with others 
in perceived more favourable lives and induce affective diseases. Still, 
people with symptoms of internal illness might be at advanced threat 
for PSU given the smartphone could be the first and most egregious 
process to redirect negative cognition and affectivity. Mechanisms in 
this implicit rear reason can include cognitive - and affective - related 
maladaptive managing strategies similar as repetitious negative 
thinking and emotion deregulation. The bidirectional association was 
hence possible and apparent by the complementary relations set up in 
prospective cohort studies in youthful people [8].

We observed the association of PSU with lower scores of private 
happiness (i.e., hedonic well - being), which is characterized by 
affectivity of pleasure and cognition of satisfaction. This finding was 
harmonious with studies of Internet dependence with lower situations 
of happiness and life satisfaction in youthful people. An intervention 
confining night time smartphone operation also reported the reduced 
PSU threat and increased situations of private happiness at bone week 
follow-up. PSU was associated with lower scores of SWEMWBS that 
covers both hedonic and eudemonic aspects of internal well - being in 
the present study. In discrepancy, a study showed the bettered internal 
well - being in tone - concealers who designedly withhold particular 
information in face - to - face settings but engaged further in online 
communication indeed driven by PSU. These clashing findings stressed 
the important part of personality traits when assessing the implicit 
goods of PSU and suggested to balance our findings with implicit 
benefits of ICTs operation similar as fostering social addition among 
those who may feel barred [9].

The magnitude of the association of PSU with disabled private 
happiness increased in repliers who screened positive for anxiety 
symptoms, which suggested the co - circumstance of lower situations 
of hedonic well - being with anxiety complaint. This finding can be 
supported by the cognitive - and affective - related managing processes 
in the pathway from anxiety symptoms to PSU. Another explanation 
can be the moderate correlation between scores of SHS and GAD - 2 
set up in the present sample. Former studies also showed that people 
with symptoms of affective diseases had lower situations of internal 
well - being than those without. Despite the correlated relations, 
the independence of internal well - being from internal illness was 
supported by the remained associations of PSU with internal well - 
being in repliers who screened negative for anxiety or depression. This 
finding handed perceptivity that the absence of psychopathological 
symptoms might have non - softening goods on the disabled internal 
well - being issues associated with PSU.

Our findings need to be interpreted with caution. Harmonious with 

a methodical review that reported the small effect size associations of 
PSU with symptom inflexibility of anxiety and depression (acclimated 
B range 0.12 to 0.18) a 1 - unit increase in SAS - SV score was associated 
with 3 - 4 increase in the odds of positive webbing results of anxiety and 
depression in the present study. The small effect size was also observed 
for the association of PSU with internal well - being issues (acclimated 
B range 0.07 to 0.10). A study across three large - scale datasets (total 
N = 355358) showed a much lower association standard acclimated 
B = -0.07) of adolescents’ digital technologies use with combined 
internal illness and well - being issues. Still, unaccounted factors 
might affect both PSU and internal health in similar cross - sectional 
associations. Longitudinal and experimental studies are warranted to 
distil unproductive and prophetic models.

One of the study’s limitations is that the cross - sectional data 
restricts the unproductive conclusion of the findings. Residual 
confounding by unmeasured or unknown confounders might live 
indeed after conforming for numerous sociodemographic and life - 
related variables. We used the landline telephone check. Testing bias 
might live due to the lack of data on mobile phone - only homes that 
may have different smartphone use patterns. To increase the sample’s 
representativeness, we gladdened data according to the age, coitus, 
and educational attainment distributions of the Hong Kong general 
population. We used tone - reported data, which are subject to recall 
bias and social advisability bias. unborn studies of PSU could include 
behavioural styles for collecting data on smartphone use, similar as 
objectively examining actors ’ screen time and operation of individual 
apps. We used webbing instruments rather than individual instruments 
to measure PSU and internal health issues. Still, more accurate 
judgments by face - to - face assessments in clinical settings would 
limit the generalizability of findings compared with the population - 
grounded study [10].

Conclusions
Our population grounded study indicated that PSU was associated 

with advanced odds of inflexibility of anxiety and depression symptoms 
and lower situations of internal well-being. The associations of PSU 
with disabled internal well-being issues could remain in people who 
screened negative for anxiety or depression symptoms. Similar findings 
stressed the significance to probe other cerebral constructs with PSU, 
particularly from aspects of positive psychology. Longitudinal and 
experimental studies are warranted to explain reason and possible 
mechanisms of the associations between PSU and internal health.
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